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How much does it cost to remove popcorn ceiling in a house

The average cost of removing a popcorn ceiling is between $1,010 and $2,260 that most homeowners spend about $1,710 on. Contractors typically charge $1 to $2 per square foot to remove the popcorn ceiling. Popcorn ceiling removal costs an average cost nationwide of $1,710 minimum cost $300 maximum cost
$4,800 average range $1,010 How to get $2,260 while popcorn ceilings are in every home decades ago, they can now lower the value of the house because it looks so outdated, not to mention their ability to catch a web of dust and host spiders. Popcorn removal is an incredibly messy process and the mind is not faint,
so hiring a professional is much more effective, but you can do this on your own, not to mention the beauty of someone else cleaning up the mess. Popcorn ceilings *If you have an old house, it's likely that popcorn is made of asbestos, a carcinogen known especially for lung cancer. If so, you should hire a specialist to
get rid of it. *Once removed, the ceiling must be drunk again. Expect to pay a total cost of $2-$2.50/square foot (non-asbestos) to remove popcorn, substrate texture, paint = $3,600 - $4,500 for a 1,800 square foot home. This price guide completes the disadvantages to DIY alternatives to eliminate the multiplex risk
scraping test preparation and scraping process textures and popcorn to choose your contractor if your house was built before 1986, you may have asbestos in your ceiling. Although it was banned for residential use in 1978, asbestos contractors had inventory for several years afterwards, after which they could be used or
resold. The biggest problem with asbestos is that because the air is airborne, all kinds of disturbances can cause particles to be released and mixed with indoor air. First you need to deal with asbestos risks. Field Test Asbestos Test Type Average Cost Standard Field Sampling $250 – $750 Air Monitoring Test $400 –
$1200 Official AHERA Test $250 – $1000 If asbestos is detected per sample, A full inspection will need $400 – $800 starting with a mail-in sample of $50 material popcorn ceilings and you can buy tests for asbestos for asbestos DIY test kits for $40. Given the potential for hazardous exposure, asbestos must be frias and
can have contaminated consequences, so the safest option is to seek an EPA-licensed specialist to conduct testing at home. A directory of state offices can be found on the EPA website. You can buy test kits at your local hardware store or online. At the time of purchase, you must purchase a test that includes lab tests.
Alternatively, take the sample yourself and drop it off at your local lab to test it for about $150 for immediate results or about $70 for 24-hour results. Again, when the positive (1% or more) comes, there are two choices according to local and state regulations on residential asbestos. Asbestos has new plasterboard or dry
walls. $2-$6/sqft hires an asbestos removal contractor to remove it before hiring a painter. Contact the three contractors for bids to get the exact cost. Safe removal and disposal costs $10-$20/sqft. Installation, containment, air treatment and final cleanup testing are expected to cost at least $1,500-$2,500. Do not start
any type of popcorn removal until you get all clear in the presence of asbestos. If asbestos becomes airborne, you risk the lungs of everyone in the home - exposure can cause multiple non-acleotic lung and pleural disorders. You can find contractors who perform remodeling and asbestos reductions to handle both
requirements. Note that homeowner's insurance does not cover asbestos removal. Popcorn removal scratching test sees how easy or difficult it is to scratch popcorn from your ceiling and re-surface them, you can do a scratch test with 4 utility knives or drywall knives, but spray small corners of the ceiling with some warm
water and leave them soaked. Otherwise, there may be gloss or semi-gloss paint over the popcorn. You can decide on one of these options: call pro dry it with new drywall or other ceiling materials, while some contractors recommend scratching dry because of the mess of wet popcorn, because the water added to the
ceiling can expand and crack down on the road. Scratching the popcorn ceiling you may be tempted to use a power sander to remove popcorn - not a good idea, because dust can fill your lungs for a few days later. Check out the telescoping scraper: attach the garbage bag to one and start scratching. Popcorn removal
process The worst part of removing the popcorn ceiling is the huge mess. It turns into sludge falling on everything, bumpy mess, so it is very thorough with room preparation before the removal work begins. Making a ready walking path - protecting all floors - must remove popcorn from the curb in each room of the ceiling
house. Move as much furniture as possible. Remove luminaires, fans, and ceiling vents. Cover the concave lighting space with newspapers, cover electrical wiring outlets with the painter's tape, and turn off the power. Turn off heating and cooling and cover ceiling vent holes. Protect the entire room from confusion in
advance. Cover the floor and walls with plastic sheets and a plastic drop cloth. Pre-taped plastic sheets can be a godshine gift. Do not use a canvas drop cloth because of the amount of water that needs to be sprayed on the ceiling. Remove the alarm sensor and smoke detector. Pre-scraping should be worn on a dust
mask and eye protection. Warm light mist spray For DIY projects, you can use a garden pump sprayer or insecticide sprayer. Specialists are more likely to use air-free spray equipment. When the water is drenched, test if it has softened after about 15 minutes. If not, spray a second time. The scraper sets up the
ladder/scaffolding/lift, scrapes it with a 6-12 scraper and scrapes it with long stokes without moving back and forth. Repeat in 4' increments until the ceiling is completely scratched. Using a container or fan, such as a mud pan, to catch all the scrapes while scraping minimizes the amount of purification. Scrapers have
sharp edges that can grab the ceiling and accidentally dig into drywall. Some contractors prevent this by rounding the scraper's points to a file or sander. Popcorn ceiling removal repair boards usually need to be repaired when all the water is dry, since scraping somewhat damages the seatlock. Replace the damaged dry
wallpaper tape. Fill the hole with wall fillers, latex coke cracks, larger holes with dry wall patches. Sheetlock joints must be re-coated. Smooths uneven areas. Textures are recommended to match the texture of the ceiling with the texture of the walls. Textures in the usual form - $0.80/square foot spatter finish - scrap
spatter guns and overspray. Knockdown - A uniform stain shape made by spatters that water down the joint compound and blow it to the ceiling. Skip The Trorrell or Empire, similar to Knockdown, but randomly applied. The finish looks like Spanish stucco. Crow's feet - dry wall compounds are slapped, wiped or rolled
against the walls. Orange peel - looks like a bump on an unshelled orange. Thin joint compounds are applied with long nap paint rollers. Choose between fine, medium, or rough surfaces. Soft ceiling - a thin layer of articulated compounds skim $1.45/square foot. Smooth sand. Do not over the sand, or the ceiling will be
damaged. Some popcorn removal contractors specialize in texturing walls and ceilings, and perfect painters &amp; painters in Chicago, Illinois, specializing in textures, sponges and pinstripes. We can recommend the best options, such as construction. Complete the prime and paint. Oil-based primers work well. Painting
labor is about $38 an hour. If you have any type of neck problem disadvantages to DIY, this is not the job for you. A lot of cleaning jobs and removal cleanups throughout the house are posted. Fixing due to damage to the substrate can be more expensive. You have no guarantees for labor. Addison, says Jonesco Total
Home Services at TX, we address any project or repair situation with physical and financially guaranteed results. Our labor guarantee covers... Performance and labor are installed for life. And if you ever sell your property you can transfer 100% transferable. If the current substrate is old and unable to handle scratching
to remove popcorn, Armstrong ceiling suggests that it may be better to do one of the following: beadboard - nail sheets on beadboards on the ceiling. Gives the ceiling a light cottage look. $2.50-$4.20/sqft (for Armstrong products) metal – nails or screws of patterned metal tiles with brass, copper, chrome, white or
lacquered steel options. $4-$9 or more/sqft decorative plaster or tin shaped tiles - 12 x 12 mineral fiber tiles. Armstrong's Easy Up installation system or adhesive is applied directly to the ceiling. $1-$2.50/square foot wood-shaped ceiling planks – for a country home feel. $2.50-$4.20/square foot drywall - covered with new
drywall. This will lower the ceiling by about 1, which can lower the resale value but can add to the benefits of better attic insulation. Some contractors say they use gypsum boards rather than standard seatlocks because they are light. Screw on the frame and mud and tape before painting. If you're doing this alone,
consider renting a drywall lift to keep the drywall in place. Rent one from your local home improvement store for $35-$40 per day or about $25 for four hours. Gypsum - a dry drywall/spacky coat set quickly over plaster or conventional popcorn. Add $25-$40 per hour for labor costs - this depends on where your home is
and local labor costs. Experienced HomeGuide remodeling contractors can remove popcorn or perform these installations. Hiring a popcorn ceiling removal contractor gets bids from 3 to 5 contractors for the project. Many companies offer free bids or quotes such as Round Rock, TX's Tex Painting. If you've been in
business for a few years, such as the Chicago Service Group, look for a company that includes as many of the following criteria as possible that run for 25 years in Chicago: Il A or A+ includes assessments on better Business Bureau licenses, insured, and setup and cleanup costs from portfolio scheduling start and end
date bids before and after combined photos, including epa approvals and certification guarantees for used labor and materials - you get a free quote if you do both asbestos dropout reduction and remodeling reviews in your home guide showing a history of efficiency and excellence
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